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Many , -arieti es of fr uits and nuts are self-unfruitfu l. Fertilization doe no t t a ke place when they are "selfed," o r po llinated with
their own pollen . They must be polli nated w ith po llen from other
Yarieties-hence the term cross-pollination. Others are partially
self-fruitfu l and may or may not produce fruit when selfed. Because
of this un certainty, these t oo must be cross-po llinat ed if a set of
fruit is t o be assured.
Trees producing pollen used in cross-po llin ation are known as
po lli nizers. Some pollinizers are popular commercia l Yarieties,
whereas others are of ,-a lu e chiefly because of the ir po llen. ObYiously, selecting su i tab le po llinizers is a problem on ly w h en Yarieties
requiring cross-polli nation are involved. But when cross-pollin ation
is needed, we dar e not assume that just any pollinizer is su itab le.
Such factors as blooming date, intersterility, and viabi lity of po llen
must be considered a lso. Some po lli nizers are good for one variety
and some for another.
The a rrangement of varietie in an orchard t o secure pollination
is a problem only when self-unfruitful, or partially self-unfruitful,
Yarieties a re set. \ iVhen self-fruitfu l varieties are planted along with
th ose re quiring cross-pollination, the situation is taken care of by
p lanting them in a lt ernate strips. In this case, the self-unfruitful
strip should not be m ore th an four r ows w ide, and half that width
is safer. A no ther common practice is t o place a minimum of one
pollini zer in eYery th ird space of every third r ow . By this plan ,
eve ry ninth tree is a pollinizer and every self-unfruitful t ree borders
a pollinizer. This plan should p rovide adequate pollination, but it
reduces the efficiency of orch ard operati ons .
With highly self-fruitful varieties, such as Golden Delicious and
Jonathan app les, the number of pollinizers may be less than stated
1 The photograph on the cover was taken by Mr.
R. G. Satterwhi te of \V enatchee.
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aboYe. Providing too much pollen on such varieties encourages
overloading, which usually leads to alternate bearing. Providing
less pollen tends to set moderate loads, and, as a result, the trees are
inclined to bear regularly. It can hardly be considered safe to plant
highly self-fruitful 'arieties in solid blocks generally; but, in locations where inse ct activi t y is good, reducing the pollinizers to a bare
minimum might be considered.
Some m a ture apple orchards do not contain enough pollinizers.
In these, relief can be obtained in three or four years by grafting.
One pollinizer branch on each tree is usually adequate.
sing yellow
varieties offers some advantage in keeping the fruit separate during
harvest. Lengthening the pollen-shedding period by grafting a relatively early-blooming variety in one tree and a later one in the next
increases the chances of having pollen a' ailable when needed. See
Table 1, page 15.
To be most effectiYe, pollinizer branches must be placed where
insects a re most likely to Yisit them. They must be placed not only
where it is warm but a lso out of the wind. In most orchards of the
s tate, the northwest side of the tree should be avoided . In general, a
position rather high on the south or southeast side is preferable.
Obviously these branches are va luable primarily as pollen producers. Therefore they must not be dwarfed out by other branches,
nor should they dominate major fruit-producing branches. As a
rule, laterals a rising rather high on leaders make satisfactory grafting stocks; the leaders themselves represent t oo much bearing a rea
on the tree.

It is a good practice t o m a rk the pollinizer branches with paint
to protect them from pruners. Early thinning or removal of all the
fruit is recomme nded as a means of ensuring regular blossoming
on them .

WHOLE TREES VERSUS POLLINIZER BRANCHES
Whole trees offer some advantage in keeping the fruit separate
during harvest. With individual branches, a continuous effort must
be made to keep them growing enough but not t oo much. With
whole trees, on the other hand, there is the ob jection that, as they
reach full size, the set of fruit sometimes becomes too heavy during
favorable seasons. This trouble, particularly characteristic of sweet
cherries, need not be serious, inasmuch as the size of the pollinizer
can be reduced by pruning.
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ROLE OF INSECTS IN POLLINATION 2
Fruit pollen is carried by insects, but that of filberts and walnuts
is carried primarily by the wind.
Bringing honey bees into the orchard increases the total number
of pollinating insects, but domestic bees are by no means the only
natural carriers of pollen. ((Wild'' or ((solitary" bees do considerable
pollination in Washington orchards. Most of them are smaller than
the honey bee and are scarcely recognized as bees at all. They do
not live in large colonies, nor do they store up large quantities of
honey. These and others, such as the leaf-cutter bee and syrphus
fly, work more freely during cool weather and probably do more
good than is generally believed. Obviously the orchardist has little
or no control over the number of these insects visiting his fruit blossoms. Their influence upon pollination, which is considerable, is
quite stable.
The management of pollinating bees is a specialized job that
requires an understanding of bee nature. First of all, bees do not
travel far. They have been known to travel freely over a radius of
two miles, but shortening this distance increases their efficiency.
A bee can make three or four short trips in an hour, but can hardly
make more than one long trip in the same time.
The distance the bees are from the orchard will not necessarily
determine whether they work on your trees or your neighbor's. Once
they start feeding on a certain kind of blossom, they continue to
feed on it until it has stopped blooming, even though in the meantime another kind may come into bloom nearer the hive. They also
prefer certain kinds of blossoms, and unfortunately some of our
fruits are not their favorites. The fact that the sugar content of some
nectars is greater than that of others accounts at least in part for
this preference.
The activity of a healthy, normal colony is determined largely
by the temperature within the hive. The location of the hives in the
orchard, therefore, is an important matter, not so much from the
standpoint of traveling distance, but more from the standpoint of
keeping them warm and protected from the wind. Select a site exposed
to the sun and protected from the wind throughout the day. The early
morning sun is especially desirable.
It is not necessary to distribute the hives singly throughout the
orchard. Placing them in groups of eight or ten in warm, protected
2 Orchardists using bees for pollination are urged to keep in touch with their Deputy Bee
Inspectors, Apiculture Division, State Department of Agriculture, through the county agent.
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places not only promotes optimum activity, but also facilitates bringing
them into and taking them out of the orchard. Once they are located,
they should not be disturbed until pollination is complete. The relation
of the time of bringing the bees into the orchard to the time of blossom
development is very important in determining whether they start working in the immediate orchard or in a neighboring one. The best time is
just as the first blossoms open. Placing them in the orchard earlier encourages the bees to go elsewhere, and delay may mean the loss of suitable weather for pollination.
In general, one colony with five frames of bees and brood to the
acre is adequate at cherry blossom time. These usually build up to
six frames by apple blossom time. On this basis, the colony contains
60,000 bees at cherry blossom time a nd 75,000 at apple blossom time.
In areas where pollinating weather usually is favorable, one colony
to two acres may be adequate; and, in particularly unfavorable
areas, two colonies to an acre may be required.
Scientists have tried to force bees to distribute artificially collected pollen. Traps designed to force the bees to pass through pollen when leaving the hive have been tried . Obviously, before leaving
the hive for a load, she tries to free herself of any clinging material.
However, if she can be made to pass through pollen, she has no
choice but to carry a certain amount of it.
Experimental work shows that pollen placed in traps at the
entrance of the hive soon disappears. Part of it is carried into the
hive, some is fanned out, and some clings to the bodies of the bees ~
In any event, it is necessary to renew the pollen frequently . How
frequently can be determined by inspection. Obstructions of any
kind, be they traps, brush, or boards, at the entrance of the hive may
hinder the much-desired free activity of the bees. It therefore behooves orchardists who attempt to use traps to make sure that the
traps function properly lest they not only fail to aid but actually
hinder pollination. Some well-informed beemen of the state are of
the opinion that traps do more harm than good.

r

COMMERCIAL HAND POLLINATION OF APPLES
There are many hindrances to effective insect pollination. Cool
weather, rainy weather, and windy weather are among the most
serious. In Washington orchards, these factors frequently threaten
satisfactory pollination . To ensure satisfactory pollination, human
aids of various kinds have been found to be profitable in certain
instances. These vary from doing the complete job by hand to placing bouquets in the orchard .
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Fig. 1.- Results of artificial pollination in a Delicious planting belonging to Ralph Sundquist,
Yakima. L eft- Pollinated by natural ca rri ers. Note the upri g ht position of the branches.
Right- Pollinated by hand and by natural car ri ers. Note how the lo ad of fruit p ulls
the branches downward .

Commercial hand pollination of apples is now past the experimental stage. Growers whose orch a rds are in locations where pollination by natural means is uncertain consider it good insurance . (See
Figure 1.) Those who, for one reason or another, are short of pollinizers also find it profitable. A rtificial pollination generally should
be considered as a temporary expedient to be used only until natural
sources of pollen can be established. Seriously t o consider setting
a complete crop by hand with the idea of redu cing thinning costs
overlooks the fact that considerable fruit may be set by natural
6

means other th an bees. Such a practice would be most dangerous,
t o say the least.

CO LLECT ING T HE POLL EN
One of the first steps in successful hand pollination is the collection of the pollen. It obviously must be obtained from suitable
,~a rieties. Self-fruitful ' a rieties generally a re satisfactory, and partially self-fruitful varieties may be satisfactory for certain varieties.
(See Table 2, page 17.) Delicious, for example, is suitable for Wineap, but not for itself.

Fig. 2.- Apple blossom in "balloon" stage with pe tal s in fore g round r emoved .
ote the open~
ing between petals in backg round, which have started to unfold . It is at thi s stage that
pollen should be collected A later time is sati sfactory , provided tha t the pollen sacs
(a nth e r s ) are still clo sed . Note a lso the five parts of the pistil surrounded by the stamens.
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Fig. 3. -Apple blo ssom in which the early anthers have already shed pollen. Pollen should
be collected before many of the anthers have shed pollen . Note the five pa rts of the pisti l.

Pollen grains are alive. They may be thought of as seeds. Like
seeds, they must be allowed to ripen if normal germination is to be
expected. In nature, pollen is left on the blossoms until the pollen
sacs or anthers open. Artificially, if we delay harvesting until this
stage, part of the pollen is los~. We therefore try to harvest pollen
just before the first anthers open. The ({balloon stage" is considered
ideal (Figure 2). In this stage, the petals start separating and exposing
the inner parts of the flower. Only during hot weather are any pollen
sacs open at this time ( Figure 3 ) .
There are several methods of removing blossoms from the tree.
A recent and common one is to provide collecting receptacles, such
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as a widemouthed fruit jar that can be carried from branch to branch
(Figure 4). It is usually attached to the waist; both hands are left
free. This method not only ensures fresh blossoms but also makes
it unnecessary to prune off branches during the blossoming period.
Of some significance also is the fact that removing blossoms aids
in the thinning operation.
,
A nother method is to delay pruning the pollinizers until it i~
time to collect pollen; the collection is then made from the prunings.
The pruned branches are placed on a table in the orchard, around
which those who extract the pollen sit (Figure 5). This method is
sometimes modified so that only spurs, instead of pruned branches~
are placed on the table. A disadvantage of this delayed-pruning
method is that pruning during blossoming tends to weaken the treel.

Fig. 4. -Extracting po llen. A fruit jar is fastened to the belt of the extractor by means of a
wire frame bearing a hook. A circular piece of eight-mesh wire cloth the size of the
fruit jar cap has been put on in place of the cap. Once the blossom is pressed against
the cloth the anthe rs are easily removed with one or two swipes.

REMOVING THE POLLEN FROM THE BLOSSOMS
Eight-mesh hardware cloth is commonly used for rubbing off
the anthers. The hardware cloth is substituted for the fruit jar cap
when a fruit jar is used for collecting pollen. When a box is used, a
piece of this cloth is fastened rigidly over the top.
The stem of the blossom is grasped between the thumb and
forefinger, and the blossom is pressed against the cloth so that the
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Fig. 5.- A g roup of women extracting po llen. Small branches with blossoms in the balloon
stage are placed on a blanket before the women. Blossom-bearing branches are cut and
p laced here only as fast as needed. They a re not allowed to wilt before the pollen is
extracted.

stamens stick through the cloth. \iVith one or two swipes, the
anthers are pulled loose and drop into the jar. (See Figure 4.)

CURING THE POLLEN
Green pollen should neve r be held in quantities nor at temperatures that permit heating. For curing, place it not over one-eighth
inch deep in trays. Slick, stiff paper is preferable for making the
trays. Curing requires approximately 48 hours at 68o to 70o F.
Excessive heat may cause serious injury. Because of the danger of
overheating, the curing trays should not be placed in the direct rays
of the sun. Enough ventilation t o keep the humidity about the same
as that of a li ving room is desirable. vVhen curing is complete, the
pollen sacs are open, and pollen dust can be seen on the walls of the
tray.

HANDLING CURED POLLEN
The pollen is ready t o use as soon as it is cured. If it cannot be
used immediately, it should be kept where it is dry and cool. The
lid of the pasteboard carton in which commercial pollen is shipped
should be perforated to keep the pollen from becoming moist. If dry
storage at about 34° F. is not available, the h ousehold refrigerator
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may be used. For refrigerato r storage, do not perforat e the lid . How
lo ng pollen can be safely stored is not definitely kn own. It may be
held for severa l days, but the sooner it can be used after curing, the
safer.
Va ri ous attempts have been made to dilute pollen w ith a carrier
in order t o reduce the cost of application. \ ¥ heat flour, co rn starch,
powdered charcoal, fuller's earth, t alc, and lycopodium a re amo n g
the materials that h ave been reported to give good results fo r diluting apple pollen in Tew Yo rk.

METHODS OF APPLYING THE POLLEN
Efforts are being made t o develop laborsaving methods of distributing pollen. Dusts and liquids containing pollen have been applied experimentally by airplanes and conventional spraying equipment. Bombs in especially prepared mortars have been tried, also.
With the man y immeasurable factors at play in fruit pollination,
there is danger of prematurely crediting success t o h oped-for laborsaving meth ods. A t the present time, these methods are highly experimental and should be considered only on an experimental basis.
The proved method at the present time is hand application .
In apple a nd pear blossoms, the enlarged end of the pistil, of
which there are five parts, is known as the stigma. Soon after the
blossom is fully open , a sticky fluid appears on the stigma. It is at
this time th at a t least one pollen grain should reach m ost , and preferably all, of the five parts of the stigma. (See Figure 2.) In . t he
case of Delicious and other self-unfruitful varieties, fai lure t o place
at least one pollen grain on each stigma usually results in misshapen
fruit. How long the pistil remains receptive varies, but it is generally believed that it is first receptive when the a nthers begin to shed
pollen. For practical purposes, pollen may be applied to a single blossom
during a period of approximately 48 hours, beginning when the blossom,
is nearly open. The pollinating period in a given orchard may be extended over a longer time by starting when a good sprinkle of blossoms
is out on the south sides of the trees and coming back a second time to
cover the other sides. The choice of blossoms to be pollinated is determined by the stage of development of the individual blossom and
not by whether or not the blossom is a "king bloom."
There are numerous ways of app lying the pollen. Some growers
use a small brush with fairly stiff bristles, others the rubber end of a
lead pencil, and still others simply the bare finger. As a result of ten or
more years of experience, a No. 4 pig-hair brush has been adopted
11

Fig. 6.-A pplying a r tificially collected pollen to an apple blossom. A N o. 4 pig·hair brush is
being u sed.
o.te that t he b rush is directed toward the center of the blossom so that all
five parts of the pistil receive poll en . Blossoms a r e r eady for pollination as soon as the
petals a r e open. Note that the peta ls are cu pped ; this condition shows t hat the blossoms
are f r esh.

quite generally (Figure 6). Some growers, t o make the pollen go farther, prefer to place a rubber band halfway down on the bristles and
cut the bristles off square, one-fourth inch below the band. Others prefer to allow the bristles to spread out in order to ensure that all parts
of the pistil are treated, even at the cost of extra pollen.
The pollen, which is usually carried in a small vial or a widemouthed bottle, must be convenient at all times. The bottle is commonly
fastened in the shirt pocket and kept stoppered with a light cotton wad
when not in actual use. Both hands are thereby left free for applying
the pollen.
With practice, pollinators become so skillful that the pistils are
reached with ease ( Figure 7) . Some prefer to make two "hits" for each
blossom, one to get aim and the other to apply the pollen. One dip in the
pollen bottle is enough for six to eight blossoms. Ordinarily it is best
to start out with about one-fourth ounce of pollen and add to it as
necessary.
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Fig. 7.-Artificial po llin ation of app les. Attentio n is directed mainly to the section of the
tree least attractive to insects in the event that the entire tree cannot be covered. An experienced pollin ator can cover a tree in fr om an hour to one a nd one-half hours. Approximately two vol u me ounces of pollen an acre are req u ired.

The number of blossoms t o be pollinated depends on several
fact ors. If labor is scarce, there may be time for covering only the
windy side or the north side of the tree. In some cases, because work
is faster from the ground, it may be advisable t o work only from the
ground. The proximity to pollen that may be brought in by natural
means is a factor, also.
In general it must be assumed that artificially applied pollen
reaches only blossoms you touch. It is true that, if insects are working freely while you are working, they must further spread some of
the pollen that was applied by hand. They are sometim~s credited
with spreading this pollen when in reality the improved set above
the number of blossoms actually touched is due to other factors. For
example, in many orchards, insects bring considerable pollen from
other orchards. It is safe to assume also that, with partially selffruitful varities, selfing sets considerable fruit during seasons of
good insect activity. With the evidence at hand, it therefore is hazardous to place much reliance on insects for distributing pollen
that has been applied artificially.
It would seem then that you should pollinate as many blossoms
as you want fruits on the tree, unless you rely on insects for bringing
tn other pollen or distributing the tree's own pollen for what it is
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worth. Pollinizing one blossom in every fifth cluster on a tree in
good bloom is good practice.
In ,ew Hampshire, experimental evidence shows that heavy
rains immedia tely after hand pollination of Mcintosh apples did
not wash enough pollen from the stigmas to interfere with a satis'factory set of fruit. 3 At least one experienced commercial hand pollinator seems to have observed different results with Deliciou
apples in the state of Washington, however. He reports having observed no benefit from hand pollination that was followed immediately by rain.

BOUQUETING
When pollination by natural means is poor, we can aid natural
carriers of pollen by placing bouquets in the orchard. Obviously,
they are effective only when the weather permits insect activity.
Generally, there is at least a short period of such weather during
each blossom period.
Place the bouquets where insects like to work. The warmer and
sunnier the place, the better, so long as it is protected from the wind ..
A small bouquet for each tree, placed rather high on the south side~
is usually adequate. The most common method of bouqueting, however, is to place large branches in barrels of water on the ground.
The ideal stage for cutting the bouquets is when the most advanced blossoms are open. The sooner they are in water after they
are cut, the better. When it is convenient, place them in water immediately after cutting, especially if they must be hauled some distance. Once the branches are removed from the tree, cutting them
off under water as they are placed in the container helps to keep them
fresh. This can be done quite easily if the barrels distributed in the
orchard are nearly full of water when the branches are placed in
them. As one man places them in the water, another can cut off
the ends of the branches.

The blossoms must be k ept fr esh. Wilted blossoms are valueless.
Visit the bouquets daily to make sure that the barrels are full of water.
The branches use a surprising amount of water, particularly during
warm days.

APPLES
In general, a variety that is a good pollinizer for one variety
may be considered good for another. It goes without saying, of
3 R. L. Boyd and L. P. Latimer, R elation of Weathe1· to Pollination of Mcint osh Apples.
Proc. Amer. Soc. Hort. Sci., 30:12-16, 1933.
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course, that the two must be in bloom at the same time. As may be
expected, some varieties a re better producers of pollen than others.
Of the h igh producers, Yellow Transparent, W inter Banana, Duchess, a nd Mcintosh a re co nsidered early . Delicious, J onathan, Golden Deli cious, and Wealthy, on the other h and, are midseason; a nd
R ome Beauty is the outst anding la te va riety, as sh own in Table 1.
Table 1. Some Varieties of Apples and Pears in Washington, Showing Their
Ability to Produce Fruit from Their Own Pollen and the Approximate
Time of Bloom
AP PLES
Generall y Partiall y Self-fruitful

Generally Self- unfr uitful

Early
Yell ow Transparent
\.\Ti nter Banana
Ea rl y Harvest
D uchess

Early
Mcintosh
Early Mcintosh
Cortland
Milton

Mid season
J onathan
Wealt hy
Golden Delicious
K in g
Grimes Golden

Mid season
D elicious
Star kin g
Richared
Arkansas Black
Gravenstein
R ed Gravenstein
Stayman Wine ap
Wagener

Late
R ome Beaut y

Late
Northern Spy
PEARS

Midseason
Anjo u
Bose
Ba rtlett
Seckel
Cornice
F lemi sh Beaut y
Late
Winter N elis

orne va rieties are kn own t o be very poor producers of pollen.
Chief among these a re Winesap, St ayman Winesap, and A rkansas
B lack.
Intersterility in app les is rare. A s stated previously, a good pollinizer for one va riety is generally good for another. However, there
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1s an excepti on to this genera l rule m the case of Grimes Golden
and rkansas Black. Grimes Golden, which is usua lly regarded as
a good pollinizer, will not fertilize Arkansas Black, nor will A rka n sas
Black fertilize Grimes Golden.

PEARS
Varieties o£ pears g rown in Washington a re, for the most part,
good pollen producers. In general, they may be used t o pollinate
each other q uite satisfact orily, assuming, of course, th at they are in
b loom at the same time. Seckel is considered an exception t o this
general rule inasmuch as it is not a suitable pollinizer for Bartlett.
Of special interest in this connection also is the fact that Winter
N elis is a late bloomer a nd in some sections Bose is t oo late for
An jou.

PEACHES
Most varieties of peaches a re self-fruitful, as shown in Table 2.
With thes e, cross-pollination is considered unnecessary; sometimes,
however, solid blocks of some of these varieties may fail t o set satisfacto ry crops. In such cases, it is advisab le t o include pollinizers. A ny
of the self-fruitful varieties a re suitable pollinizers for the selfunfruitful varieties.

APRICOTS
The standard varieties of apricots are considered self-fruitful
(Tab le 2) .

CHERRIES
Sour cherry varieties in general a re self-fruitful, as shown in
Table 2. The three leading varieties of sweet cherries, h oweverBing, L ambert, and R oyal Ann--are self-unfruitful and intersterile.
They will not fertilize each other. There are many suitable pollinizers,
among them some seedlings. Special care should be exercised in selecting clean stock as pollinizers; at the present time, using marketable
varieties offers some real advantag~ in controlling the cherry fruit fly.
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Table 2. Peach, Apricot, Plum, and Cherry Varieties with Pollinizers for Those Requiring Cross-Pollination
I

Self-fruitful

I

Genera lly Partially Self-fruitful
Varie ty

Gen erall y Self-unfruitful

Pollin izer s

Vari ety

Pollinizer s

PEACHES
Candoka
Halberta
J. H. Hale
June Elberta
Chin ese Clin g

Carman
Crawford
Earl y E lb erta
Elberta
Gold Medal
Golden Jubilee
Lemon Cling
..... Muir
' l Orange Cling
R ochester
Salway
Slappey
Southhaven
Halehaven
Valiant
Vedette
Veteran
APRICOTS
Blenheim
Moorpark
Tilton

Nearly a ny of standard self - fr uit ful
varieties

Table 2 (Continued)
Ge n e r a ll y Self-unf rui tful

Generall y Partia ll y Self-fruitful
Se lf-fruitful

Va1·iety

Po llini ze r s

Va1·iety

Po lliniz.e r s

CHE RRI ES
B lack Tartarian

Earl y Richmond
E ng li sh Morell o
Montmo r ency

I

B lack Republican, E n g lis h
M o r ell o

B in g

\

I

Lamb ert
Royal A nn
Wind so r
Mayduke

I

I

I

I

._...

PLUMS

00

D amson
F r ench Prun e
(Agen)
Ge rman Prun e
Italian Prune
Sugar
Yell ow Egg
S tanl ey

Ce nt enni al, B lack Ta rtar ian, B lack
Republican , Deaco n, Lyons, Wi nds o r,
Sc hmi dt
Wind so r, Schm idt, B lack Ta rt ari an,
Deaco n, Lyo n s
Schmidt, Black Tarta ri an, Lyons,
B lack R ep ublican, Deacon
Schmidt, B lack Tartarian, Lambert
B lack Tartaria n, H edelfingen,
E ng li sh More ll o, Ea rl y Ri chm o nd,
Mo nt more ncy

Beaut y
Climax

I

B urbank, Formosa, Wi ckso n
B urbank,. Ab und a nce, W ickson

E lephant H eart
Santa R os a
W ick son

Deli cious, Santa R osa
Beauty, W ickson, Ap ex, Climax
Formosa

G reen Gage

Form osa

I

Ab undan ce
B urbank
Fo rm osa
Gaviota
Imperial
P on d
Trage dy
D uart e
P r esid ent

Apex
Sats um a

Climax, Wick son, B urb a nk
Wickso n, Climax, Ab und ance, Beauty,
Fo rmosa, T ra gedy
Gavio ta, Wickso n, B urb a nk, Beauty,
Santa R osa
Formosa
Fren ch Prun e, S uga r
Imperi a l, Ye ll ow Egg
Clyma n, Yellow Egg
Gaviota, Santa R osa, Beauty, B urb ank
Vacaville B lue, Sugar, Italian Prune,
Weath erspoo n Prune, Tragedy,
F r ench P etit e
Santa R osa
Santa R osa, Wickson, B urbank, Cli max

Table 3. Filbert and Walnut Varieties with Pollinizers for Those Requiring Cross-Pollination
Generally Self-unfruitfu l

Generally Partia ll y S elf-fruitful
Se lf-fruitfu l
Var iety

Variety

Pol liniz ers

FILBERTS
Barcelona
......... .
\0

Brixnut
D u Ch ill y

White Avelin e, Du Chill y,
Daviana, Bolwy ll er, Du
Provence
Bolwyller
Daviana, A lpha, Gasaway,
lac kamas, Nooksack
WALNUTS

May elt e
Meylan
Pa ri sienn e
Wi ltz

F ranqu ette

Meylan (late b looming strai n ),
King, almost any seed lin g

Po ll inizers

FILBERTS
Most varieties of fi lberts are considered self-unfruitful, as shown
in Table 3. The chief difficulty in pollinating filberts lies in the fact
that on most varieties the pistillate blossoms and the pollen-bearing
catkins do not bloom at the same time. To ensure adequate pollination, it is necessary, therefore, to include several pollinizers that shed
pollen at different times.

WALNUTS
Franquette, our most popular variety of the Persia n (English)
walnut, is generally considered self-fruitful. Its ability to set satisfactory crops from its own pollen is questioned, however, because the
pistillate blossoms sometimes come out before the pollen is shed.
This condition is especially noticeable with young trees; but ordinarily in mature orchards there are enough late catkins to make
cross-pollination unnecessary. Because of the pollination prob lem
w ith young trees, we have list ed F ranquette as a partially self-unfruitful variety, as shown in Table 3.
Visit your county Extension office, located in your county seat,
fo r further information or for other publications <;m farm and home
pr oblems.
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